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50% more energy efficient homes!

Pulte Homes southwest division has utilized technical assistance from DOE's Building America program to create what one residential expert calls "the best production house in the world," which won the 2001 National Association of Home Builders Energy Value Award. In Tucson, Phoenix and Las Vegas, Pulte Homes has worked with DOE to redesign the energy features of its basic models. Using advanced insulation techniques, highly efficient equipment and windows, and right-sized heating and cooling systems, the homes look the same but perform so well they use half the energy for heating and cooling at virtually no increase in construction costs. The whole building, systems engineering approach used in Building America allows the builder to add more insulation and more efficient windows while reducing the size of the heating and cooling equipment. The trade-off means no added cost to the builder, better value for the buyer, reduced electric load for the utility, and improved affordability.

For more information, you may contact Randy Foltz or Dave Beck at Pulte Homes (702 256-7900).